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I should like to make several remarks concerning the role 
of harmonic analysis in the developments of which Professor 
Dieudonne speaks. This role is paricularly interesting in that 
it illustrates a trend related to those discussed by Professor 
Dieudonn6 but not explicitly mentioned by him. I have in mind 
the fact that devices, methods and theories may arise independ- 
ently in different contexts and much later be recognized to be 
special cases of some more general and far-reaching device, 
method or theory. 
For example, once one has recognized the fact that the 
expansibility of rather general functions in Fourier series is 
just a special instance of the fact that a rather general function 
on any locally compact commutative group can be expanded in terms 
of characters, one sees that harmonic analysis entered number 
theory, not with adele groups and the like in the 1930’s, but 
with the work of Gauss and Dirichlet on characters of finite 
commutative groups in the early nineteenth century. Indeed, one 
of the main steps in Dirichlet’s famous proof of the existence 
of an infinity of primes in any arithmetic progression is nothing 
more or less than the expansion of a function defined on a finite 
commutative group into a finite “Fourier series”. Moreover, 
Dirichlet presumably learned this technique from Gauss who (in 
less explicit form) used it in his pioneering work on the compos- 
ition of quadratic forms. Gauss introduced the term character 
and Dirichlet put the definition in its modern form. 
This recognition, that the number theoretical manipulations 
with characters are a form of harmonic analysis, is by no means 
the end of the story. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, 
Frobenius discovered how to generalize the characters of finite 
commutative groups so that they could be used in a significant 
way for finite non-commutative groups, and thirty years later 
Wigner showed how the resulting theory of group representations 
could be applied as an effective tool in dealing with certain 
problems in quantum physics. Specifically, he applied the 
representations and characters of the symmetric group of all 
permutations of n objects to simplify considerably the problem 
of determining the energy levels and spectral lines of an 
n-e1 ectron atom. Similar applications of group representations 
to other parts of quantum physics came thick and fast, and 
physicists found themselves (rather reluctantly) forced to learn 
this seemingly exotic branch of algebra. Wigner’s device and 
the method to which it led have, on the surface, little to do 
with harmonic analysis or Fourier’s ingenious use of it to solve 
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the partial differential equation of heat conduction. However, 
if one looks closely at the group theoretical meaning of harmonic 
analysis, one sees that there is a further generalization which 
applies to non-commutative groups, and that in fact Fourier’s 
device and Wigner’s are bothexploitationsof a simple general 
principle which may be formulated as follows. When a linear 
operator commutes with all the operators of a group representation 
and one knows how to decompose the group representation into 
disjoint primary parts, then this decomposition carries with it 
a corresponding decomposition of the linear operator. Fourier’s 
group was a continuous commutative group and his linear operators 
were partial differential operators. Wigner’s groups on the 
other hand were finite (thus discrete) and non-commutative, and 
his linear operator was a finite matrix. Hence Fourier’s tech- 
nical problems were analytic, whereas Wigner’s were algebraic. 
In spite of these differences, the essential trick was the same 
in both cases. 
Let me spell out the group theoretical meaning of harmonic 
analysis alluded to above. Given a set M on which some discrete 
or continuous group G acts as a group of “symmetries” or “auto- 
morphisms*’ one may consider scalar or vector valued functions 
on M, and one sees at once that the group G acts in a natural 
way on these functions. The function f is transformed by the 
group element x into a new function g, where g(m) = ff[m]x) 
for all m in M. Here [m]x denotes the transform of m by x. Now 
the transformation f + g is for each x a linear transformation 
L x, and restricting f to lie in a suitable vector space of 
functions, one finds that the correspondence x + L is a “linear 
X 
representation” of the group G; i.e., a homomorphism of G into 
the group of all non-singular linear transformations of the 
vector space of functions. The point is now the following. Even 
when the action of G on M is irreducible or transitive in the 
sense that no proper subset of M is invariant under the action 
of g the corresponding group representation may be highly reducible. 
Correspondingly one has a natural way of decomposing functions 
on M as sums or integrals of components associated with the 
“irreducible representations” of the group G. This kind of 
analysis of functions turns out to be a useful tool in many 
problems and is what more abstractly oriented mathematicians have 
in mind when they speak of harmonic analysis. The classical 
harmonic analysis of Fourier series and integrals is the special 
case in which M = G, the action is group translation and G is 
either the additive group of all n-tuples of real numbers or its 
quotient group of by the group of n-tuples of integers. When 
the group is commutative the irreducible representations may be 
identified with the one-dimensional characters which in Fourier’s 
case are just the well-known complexified trigonometric functions. 
When the group G is non-commutative, finding the irreducible 
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representations -- the analogues the the one-dimensional charac- 
ters -- may be a formidable problem in itself. A very large part 
of the efforts of Harish Chandra during the past quarter of a 
century have been devoted to the one issue of finding these 
analogues for the most general semi-simple Lie group -- or at 
least enough of them to deal with the case M = G. In the 
compact case, this was solved by Weyl in the middle 1920’s [a] 
using still earlier work of E. Cartan. Work on the general 
locally compact case was stimulated by an important 1939 paper 
of Wigner [b]. Of course other mathematicians have made major 
contributions -- especially Gelfand and his collaborators. When 
the space M is non-transitive under the action of G, one can 
often reduce to the transitive case by simply looking at the 
individual orbits of the G action. However, it may also happen 
that the orbits are so inextricably intertwined about one another 
that this reduction is not meaningful. This is so in particular 
when M admits an invariant measure (or more generally an invariant 
measure class), and the action is properly ergodic in the sense 
that while every orbit is of measure zero, there are no measurable 
invariant subsets except for sets of measure zero and their 
complements. The properly ergodic case demands separate treatment 
and may not be reduced to the transitive case. In the paricular 
case in which G is the additive group R of the real line and 
there is an invariant measure V, the transitive case reduces to 
the Fourier integral or to Fourier series depending upon whether 
the measure is infinite or finite. The properly ergodic case on 
the other hand is new and different and leads essentially to the 
harmonic analysis used in the modern theory of continuous para- 
meter stationary stochastic processes. Such a process is defined 
by a probability measure u, a properly ergodic action of R 
on M, and a square-summable function f defined on M. The harmonic 
analysis of the function f defines a corresponding decomposition 
of each “sample function” x + f([m]x) on R and this analysis of 
the sample function is more or less equivalent to the celebrated 
generalized harmonic analysis of Wiener. 
Returning now to Professor Dieudonn6’s talk, I should like 
to remark that adeles and ideles appear naturally in the devel- 
opment of abstract harmonic analysis and that their definition 
can be motivated without direct recourse to number theory, 
valuations or p-adic numbers. From this point of view, the adele 
technique is itself a part on harmonic analysis. Moreover, at 
least a part of the mysteriousness of additive number theory can 
by understood by thinking of the Hardy-Littlewood technique as 
being an application of harmonic analysis -- although this was 
not their point of view. [Indeed, Hardy and Littlewood never 
used any modern algebra, not even the notions of ideal and group, 
let alone adeles and ideles! -- Ed.] One has a function # defined 
on the positive integers such as the number 4,(n) of ways of 
representing the positive integer n as a sinn of k n-th powers. 
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Elementary arguments show that, for fixed k, $,(n) is a power 
of n times a function Tk having a mean value. As shown by work 
of Wintner, Kac and others beginning around 1935, 3 may be expanded 
into a Bohr style Fourier series Ccke ikx which converges to an 
almost periodic function asymptotic to $. As shown by Weil, the 
almost periodic functions on a group are just those which may be 
extended to be continuous on certain compactifications of the 
group. The compactification needed for the almost periodic 
function associated with F is closely related to the adele group 
of the integers. Indeed, this compactification 7 has no elements 
of finite order, and so has a unique divisible extension 7”. The 
adele group of the integers is T'x[R, +], where [R, +] is the 
additive group of all real numbers. 
In connection with non-commutative adele groups, I should 
like to mention that recent investigation of this subject casts 
a great deal of light on the celebrated work of Hecke on Euler 
products for the Dirichlet series associated with automorphic 
forms [c]. Indeed various mysterious aspects of Hecke’s work 
appear quite natural when one looks at a certain problem in 
harmonic analysis involving a transitive action of an adele group. 
In short, there are many devices and methods in number theory 
which today can be seen as just so many aspects of harmonic 
analysis in the general sense described above. Thus while I 
would hesitate to make a statement quite so sweeping as that of 
Prof. Dieudonnd about the inclusion of number theory in harmonic 
analysis, I am in thorough agreement with its spirit. Indeed 
I am tempted to make a similar statement about harmonic analysis 
and quantum physics. 
Let me conclude with a remark about the theory of Lie groups. 
A year or so ago I had occasion to give a short talk on the nature 
of group theory to an audience of non-mathematicians. In this 
talk I included harmonic analysis (conceived of as the decompos- 
ition of group representations) as an important component of 
that theory. I concluded by venturing the opinion that group 
theory so augmented was the single most important new idea to 
enter mathematics since the introduction of the differential and 
integral calculus. It is thus interesting to reflect that Lie 
theory may be looked upon as a fusion of calculus and group 
theory. It seems to me that in essence the calculus is a technique 
for passing back and forth from the finite to the infinitesimal 
and so exploiting the fact that many functional relationships 
are much simpler when expressed in infinitesimal form. The basic 
idea of Lie theory is that a continuous group in Lie’s sense 
has an infinitesimal version (now called its Lie algebra) and 
that many questions about the group can be settled by studying 
this simpler Lie algebra. The fact that one now knows how to 
avoid this device in many problems in no way changes my point. 
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DISCUSSION 
Abhyankar began the discussion by asking what was meant by 
“harmonic analysis”. Mackey replied, “In the beginning, harmonic 
analysis meant analyzing a function into its Fourier components. 
Then it turned out that you could treat this as a special case 
of something much more general. Doing this more general thing 
turned out to have powerful implications analogous to those first 
observed. ” 
Garrett Birkhoff commented: “1 would rephrase the statement 
that harmonic analysis is group theory [d], by saying that much of 
harmonic analysis can be generalized to arbitrary groups. There 
are many aspects to harmonic analysis, not all of which are best 
treated in a unified way. [S ee also the editorial comment after 
Kahane ’ s paper (Part E) , in which the comments on generalized 
harmonic analysis were originally made in connection with Mackey’s 
paper.] Thus Fourier’s treatise dealt separately with trigonometric 
(Fourier) series and the Fourier integral, for the good reason 
that the theories of their pointwise convergence are very different. 
Though the theories of their mean square convergence are more 
analogous, and one can express the Riesz-Fischer and Plancherel 
theorems as special cases of the same supertheorem about Hilbert 
spaces L’fG), with G any locally compact commutative group, 
Fourier’s separation of cases survives in the special observa- 
tion that one has individual Fourier “components” (a discrete 
spectrum”) only when G is compact. Furthermore, since any locally 
Euclidean Abelian group is a direct product G = 0’ x Rq x 8 
of copies of the group 0 of the circle (the case of trigonometric 
series), that of the line R (Fourier integrals) and that of the 
integers 2 (characters of Gauss-Dirichlet), the three classical 
special cases cover a wide range of applications. 
Mackey immediately responded: “I do not think that is a fair 
statement. There is a certain general method which Fourier and 
Dirichlet discovered. They treated various special cases and 
it is very illuminating to look at them. The fact that we have 
a general method for application, and that each particular 
situation demands special and difficult techniques, is neither 
here nor there. I did not mean to say that harmonic analysis 
is group theory. In a certain sense, harmonic analysis is the 
dual of group theory. What is important is that you consider 
them as a unit. Harmonic analysis is a natural complement to 
group theory. The system of the two as a whole (i.e., “fused”) 
is what I consider to be such an important tool in mathematics.” 
“I do not consider that convergence questions are among the 
most important in harmonic analysis”, contended Dieudonne. “One 
of the things that has impressed me most about recent work in 
harmonic analysis, is that we are now able to justify what Euler 
and the people of his time did when they took a Fourier series, 
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differentiated it as long as they wanted to and did anything 
with it. People would say horrible things...that this series 
does not converge and what were they to do. They should do it 
to a distribution of course. Once people understood that not 
only functions but also distributions had Fourier series, the 
whole theory became much clearer and nicer. Convergence is 
real 1 y only secondary. ” [In applied analysis, convergence remains 
of paramount importance. But from a theoretical standpoint, 
Dieudonne’s point is well taken. Although Carleson’s theorem 
(1966) is extremely impressive technically, the last really 
influential new convergence theroems were those of Riesz-Fischer 
(1907) and Plancherel (1910). These showed that Lebesgue’s 
then new theory of integration was perfectly matched with the 
Hilbert space concept. -- Ed.] 
“Even convergence nowhere can be useful”, added Mackey, 
“because you can easily compute what the average-value of a 
function is over any interval, no matter how small, from its 
Fourier series. That is all you can physically use anyhow.” 
Dieudonne replied, “That is the operator idea. The fundamental 
idea behind distributions is that the value of a function at a 
particular point is irrelevant, except for very special functions, 
say C* functions, where it is important. Otherwise, the value 
of a function at a point is something which you never meet. 
The physicist does not know what the value of a function is at 
a point. He knows how the function operates on something in a 
given interval .I’ 
Dou now entered the discussion, saying that distributions 
are important precisely because physics behaves this way. “SO 
any sequence of functions or operators, which in mathematics 
pretends to represent something of physics, does not have any 
meaning for any kind of strong convergence. The only convergence 
which is interesting is the weak convergence of distribution 
theory. This seems to be the only one which can be applied 
by physicists, and it is still far too complicated.” 
Kahane then remarked that Fourier analysis and classical 
harmonic analysis cannot be restricted to groups as DieudonnC 
or Mackey did. “Fourier series were investigated as a result of 
a problem in mathematical physics -- to solve heat equations. 
They were studied later by mathematicians, because they led to 
simple unsolved problems whose solution was very difficult. It 
then appeared that there was a whole set of results and methods 
which could be applied to other groups than the translation 
groups of the line and the circle. Other results and methods 
do no involve the group structure but only the underlying measure 
space. For example, most of the work on convergence has to do 
with orthogonal expansions, series of independent random variables, 
and now martingales, more than with harmonic analysis on grOupS.” 
Kahane gave an example and concluded by suggesting that harmonic 
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analysis was concerned with the theory of probability in addition 
to the theory of groups. 
An additional example of generalized Fourier analysis, namely 
those extending from spectral theory, was provided by Dieudonn6. 
“If you replace the equation y” c Xy = 0 by any second order 
differential equation, you still have a perfectly good “Fourier” 
(i.e., Stun-Liouville) series development, and you know that 
this has been done. The spectral theory of elliptic equations 
gives rise to a whole system of expansions, either in bona-fide 
eigenfunctions or generalized eigenfunctions, that completely mirrors 
Fourier analysis itself, except that there is no group whatsoever.” 
Mackey replied that, in a sense, spectral theory does bring 
back the group, namely as a result of Stone’s Theorem character- 
izing unitary groups on Hilbert space. Here the spectral theory 
of sub-adjoint operators is completely equivalent to the problem 
of decomposing the unitary representations of the lattice of 
pro j ections . 
Order in the discussion was provided by Kline who remarked, 
“Cayley was often quoted to the effect that projective geometry 
is all geometry, and Sylvester said that all roads in mathematics 
lead to algebraic invariant theory. All I am suggesting thereby 
is a little moderation in what we think.” Birkhoff commented 
that “the illusion of the importance of one’s work is one of the 
greatest stimuli that there is.” 
Browder continued the discussion in a more serious vein. 
“There are major leading themes or ideas which unify large sectors 
of mathematics. One of them is obviously that of groups, which 
has taken over enormous sectors of number theory and quantum 
mechanics. Manifolds are another idea of the same sort. The 
notions of functional analysis, particularly in their applications 
to partial differential equations, and concepts from probability 
theory have become an independent source of ideas. Perhaps the 
fairest thing you can say about convergence is that by looking 
harder at what appears to be a superficial or perhaps secondary 
question, you may discover something much more surprising than 
simply extending the domain of application of an already existing 
theory. This is a very reasonable supposition in the context of 
this problem: you learn things (by studying convergence) which 
are much deeper, but not necessarily more extensive.” 
May concluded by conjecturing a general theorem: “Given any 
theory of sufficient complexity, you can show that it subsumes 





Math. Zeits. 23 (1925)) 271-309 and 24 (1926), 328-95, and 
also F. Peter and H. Weyl, Math. Annalen 97 (1927), 
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b. Annals of Math. 40 (1939), 149-204. [For the influence 
of this paper on later developments see the section "Historical 
and bibliographical remarks" in Professor Mackey's survey article 
in dull. AMS 69 (1963) 628-86. -- Ed.] 
c. See H. Rademacher, Bull. Am. Math. Sot. 48 (1942), 379-401. 
Here he apeaks of analytic number theory as "a thorough fusion 
of analysis and arithmetic", and traces its origins to Dirichlet 
(1839). 
d. Professor Mackey's original oral presentation included the 
suggestion that one could argue that harmonic analysis is a part of 
group theory. 
